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Kapitel 1: I am a wanderer

Wandering angel – by Kuroi

I`m a wanderer
I`m a lonely wanderer
I`m wandering through the world
and nothing can stop me on my way
`till I find my own peace of heaven

I can see the lonely children with no parents
and no chance in this world
Can see all this people
with nothing to eat, nothing to drink an without a work
They have no chance in this world
No chance...

I`m a wanderer
I`m a lonely wanderer
I`m wandering through the world
and nothing can stop me on my way
`till I find my own peace of heaven

I have to see all of these pain of broken souls
Where are their guardian angels?
Where are their gods?
Why is there no one?
No one who helps?

I`m a wanderer
I`m a lonely wanderer
I`m wandering through the world
and I can`t help
Because I`m a wandering angel
Searching his peace of heaven...
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Kapitel 2: My Mask

My Mask

I see the hate in your eyes
And it hurts me
Put the mask on
My feelings are hidden
I am cold as ice

Look into my eyes
Look into your eyes
For a moment the feeling
That you would understand
-Only for a moment-
Then it`s flown away

Everytime we talk
I get the feeling that
My herat`s breaking in pieces
But I have my mask stil on
This mask that`s slowly killing me

Look into my eyes
Look into your eyes
For a moment the feeling
That you would understand
-Only for a moment-
Then it`s flown away

Hope you will see
One day
All my pain
My personal nightmare

Hope you will realize one day
My mask and put it all away
And tht you can see
Miyself behind

Hope we will be one day
-Far away I think-
Something like friends
-Before my mask kills me-
Before I die of myself
-Before my mask kills me-
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